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Abstract 
Recently it was demonstrated that atomic oxygen can cause the extraction of substrate atoms off 
metal surfaces thus generating chemically different active sites. For Ag(110) this process occurs 
when O2 is dosed at 175 K leading, at low coverage, to the formation of single Ag vacancies. 
Vacancy creation proceeds thereby via the formation of O-Ag-O complexes, which involve a local 
reconstruction of the surface and ignite the disruption of the Ag substrate. In this paper, we report 
on the details of such processes and on the isolated structures formed by the O adatoms in the limit 
of very low coverage. We employ scanning tunnelling microscopy and density functional theory to 
unravel the complex structures of O/Ag(110) which are transiently present under specific reaction 
conditions. A variety of features such as isolated grey dots, sombreros, shallow grey and white 
structures oriented along [001] and [110], grey stripes, and lozenges were identified and assigned to 
O adatoms in different configurations. The zig-zag chains interact strongly with the STM tip and are 
easily disrupted, giving rise to highly mobile, sombrero shaped, isolated O adatoms also far away 
from the scanned area, i.e. from the current injection spot. Around 200 K, not only Ag vacancies, 
which are mobile with anisotropic migration, can merge together into rather complex features, but 
also the mobile Ag atoms are trapped by O adatoms, thus facilitating the formation of an oxygen-
decorated Ag chain along [001] which ultimately induces the well-known added row reconstruction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION   
Silver is a unique material, used for catalysing industrially relevant reactions such as 
dehydrogenation of methanol [1], partial oxidation of ethylene [2-4], and oxidation of formaldehyde 
[5,6] and propylene [7,8]. The importance of silver in influencing these reactions has inspired 
researchers to put significant efforts in gaining insights into the chemical activity of surface 
structures of O/Ag systems. For example, the active O species responsible for ethylene oxide 
formation on Ag(111) [9,10] were recently identified, but the mitigating processes are still far from 
being fully understood [11,12]. One obstacle in the advancement of knowledge about the reactivity 
of the Ag catalyst in an oxidative environment is the complexity of the O-Ag system: the intricacy 
of the structures often involves the adsorption configurations of O species, inducing substrate 
reconstruction [13], oxygen migration to the Ag subsurface region [10,14], and formation of surface 
oxide phases [15].  
Molecular oxygen adsorbs dissociatively on low Miller index Ag surfaces at crystal 
temperatures T>150 K [16-19]. On the anisotropic Ag(110) face, in particular, substrate atom 
mobility sets in only at T=200 K, leading to the formation of the well-known added row 
reconstruction, consisting of -O-Ag-O-Ag- chains extending along the [001] direction [20,21] (i.e. 
across the atomic rows of the substrate - see surface geometry in Fig. 1A). On the same surface, for 
150 K<T<200 K, dissociative O2 adsorption can lead to the formation of an O species with a higher 
chemical activity than both O2 admolecules and O adatoms that are embedded in the added rows 
[22]. In the low coverage limit, indeed, different isolated features corresponding to the different O 
species are revealed by Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM) investigation [23-25]. We have 
recently demonstrated that shallow stripes extending in the [110] direction (apparent depth from 0.1 
Å to 0.5 Å) – referred to as grey stripes in the following and marked in Fig. 1(B) – are related to 
structures containing several O adatoms in a zig-zag configuration. A deeper feature (0.7 – 1.0 Å 
deep, depending on measuring conditions – black dot (BD) in the following – marked in Fig. 1B) 
results from vacancies induced by dissociative adsorption of oxygen on Ag(110) [26]. These results 
clarified several unexplained observations such as the strong disordering of the surface upon O2 
dissociation [16] and the facile route by which oxygen migrates to subsurface sites even at low 
temperature [27]. Along the same lines, it is also likely that the strong reduction of the barrier for 
metalation of porphyrins on Cu surfaces in the presence of coadsorbed oxygen [28,29] is associated 
with the grabbing of substrate atoms by atomic oxygen. As stressed in ref. [26], these effects are not 
limited to Ag and Cu substrates, but are expected to occur for a wide category of metal substrates.  
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Nonetheless, a variety of O-related structures other than the two reported in ref. [26] is 
observed on the O/Ag(110) surface upon O2 dissociation. Here, we provide a complete and detailed 
description of the structures formed on Ag(110) in the very low atomic oxygen coverage limit 
(Θ<0.04 ML) based on low-temperature high-resolution STM images and density functional theory 
(DFT) based simulations. The paper is organized as follows: we describe the experimental and 
computational details in section 2, we present our results from experiment and DFT simulation in 
section 3 and section 4, respectively, and we summarize our findings in section 5.  
 
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS  
 The Low Temperature STM (LT-STM, CreaTec) employed to perform the present 
experiments is hosted in an ultra-high vacuum apparatus thoroughly described in ref. [30]. O2 
dosing was performed by backfilling the chamber. The attained coverage was evaluated a 
posteriori, by statistical analysis of large STM overviews. The estimated value is compatible within 
the error with the one expected, a priori, considering an O2 sticking coefficient S~ 2x10-3, according 
to previous literature [31,32].  
 The Ag(110) single crystal was prepared by repeated cycles of ion bombardment with 1.5 
keV Ne+ ions and annealing to 800 K for 5 minutes, until clean large terraces were observed by 
STM. STM images were recorded either at liquid nitrogen or at liquid helium temperature, using 
constant current mode and tunnelling current between 0.5 nA<I< 2.0 nA. The bias voltage applied 
to the sample was varied between -1.20 V≤V≤1.20 V. Scanning at |V|=0.56 V resulted in surface 
disruption also far away from scanned area as we will show later. Most of the images were therefore 
recorded for V=±0.07 V and ~1 nA, which corresponds to a charge injection of some 6×108 
electrons per surface unit cell. At such low voltage, local manipulation of the oxygen atoms could 
be achieved with a roughly 3 order of magnitude larger charge injection.  
The STM tip is a Pt-Ir wire of 0.2 mm diameter, cut in air under strain. During the 
measurements, the tip apex is reshaped by controlled crashes into the Ag sample, so that tunnelling 
occurs effectively through a silver tip. The piezo constants were calibrated on the basis of the Ag 
lattice parameter from atomically resolved images of the clean surface. The interplay of the various 
electronic effects can change the contrast of STM images as demonstrated e.g. in ref. [33,34]. 
Indeed we observed such effect occasionally but the modification was not stable enough to allow 
collecting images over large areas. The conclusions of the present investigation are, therefore, 
limited to the analysis of data recorded with a metallic tip. Analysis of the images was performed 
using both the acquisition software supplied by Createc and the WSxM software [35].  
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 Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna ab-initio 
Simulation Package (VASP) [36,37]. The exchange-correlation of electrons was treated within the 
generalized-gradient approximation with the PBE [38] functional. The projector-augmented-wave 
method [39] was adopted to account for the ion-electron interaction. Periodic (3×4), (4×4) and 
(6×8) supercells of Ag(110) were constructed using the calculated bulk lattice constant of 4.147 Å 
and setting the vacuum of 15 Å. The energy cutoff was set to 500 eV for the plane-wave expansion. 
All atoms were allowed to relax freely including the adsorbates until the total energy is converged 
to 10–5 eV, and the residual force on each atom is below 0.01 eV/Å. For the relaxation of the 
geometries of the (3×4), (4×4), and (6×8) unit cells, (7×7×1), (6×7×1), and (4×4×1) k-points 
meshes, and for the simulation of STM images, (21×21×1), (18×21×1) and (9×9×1) k-points 
meshes were employed, respectively. 
The binding energy for oxygen per O atom adsorbed on Ag(110) is calculated using EO  = [E(nO/Ag(110)) – (nEO + EAg(110))],      
where n represents the number of O adatoms per surface unit cell, and EO, EAg(110) and EO/Ag(110) 
represent the total energies of the isolated O atom, the pristine surface, and the adsorbate-substrate 
system, respectively. Based on this expression, the adsorbed oxygen that has a negative value of 
binding energy is stable. Note that this expression has different sign convention from that found in 
an earlier study [40] for calculating the same quantity on Ag(111). Similar to the procedure adopted 
in ref. [40], spin-polarization corrections to the isolated, free atomic oxygen were included in total 
energy calculations.  
The Tersoff and Hamann (TH) model [41] was applied to simulate STM images at low bias 
voltage, V. At higher V, the simulated STM images were approximated by the DFT-calculated iso-
surface (with iso-value of 10-4 e/Å3) of the local density of states (DOS) integrated over the sample 
states from –V (in eV) to the Fermi level.  
  
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
A.  Experimental STM  
 
Fig. 1. A) Geometry of the Ag(110) surface. The four-fold hollow (FFH), long bridge (LB), short 
bridge (SB) and three-fold hollow (TFH) sites, relevant for the data presentation are marked on the 
left part of the drawing. The structure of the Ag(110)-O-(2x1) added row reconstruction is shown in 
the right part. B): STM image of the Ag(110) surface exposed to 19 L of O2 at 175 K (image size: 
25x25 nm2, V=0.07 V, I=1.3 nA, virgin area). Black dot (BD) decorated by grey stripes, isolated 
grey dot (Gd), lozenge (L), added row (AD), grey and white dot oriented along [100] (GW) and 
isolated cluster structures are apparent on the terraces. The dashed box indicates the area subject 
to the manipulation experiment reported in Fig. 4. Added rows stretch along the [001] direction 
while G stripes have the axis aligned along [1 0]. 
 
Fig. 1B shows an area of the Ag(110) surface after exposure to 19 L of O2 at 175 K and 
cooling to 6 K. The atomic oxygen coverage estimated from STM images is ~0.02 ML (in 
monolayers of Ag(110); 1 ML corresponding to 8.4 1014 atoms/cm2). A variety of O-related features 
is evident on the surface: i) 0.8 Å deep BD with 0.4 Å deep grey stripes. The latters sometimes 
appear as isolated grey dots (Gd); ii) 0.2 Å deep lozenge shaped structures (L); iii) grey and white 
couples oriented along [001] (GW[001]); iv) few additional protruding objects (cluster). The initial 
formation of added -O-Ag-O-Ag- rows is evident at the lower side of steps. These added rows 
originate from Ag atoms released from the step edges and are imaged with atomic resolution. As 
demonstrated in our previous publication [26], G stripes correspond to zig-zag rows of oxygen 
adatoms in three-fold hollow sites while BD are single vacancies produced by adatom extraction. 
The other structures will be described in the following. 
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Before providing the details of the observed structures, it is necessary to point to some 
ambiguities, which have prevented a full understanding of the O/Ag(110) system so far. The STM 
investigation of the system is indeed extremely delicate since scanning above a critical bias voltage 
(|V|≥0.7 V) destroys the surface layer. This effect, first reported in ref. [26], is particularly 
pernicious, since it is evident only in images recorded close to liquid helium temperature (6 K) and 
at low V. It was therefore not discerned in previous investigations [23,24]. In the following we will 
mainly concentrate on measurements recorded at ±0.07 and ±0.70 V sample bias.  
Fig. 2 shows STM images recorded after the same preparation as in Fig. 1 and evidencing 
the effect of tip-surface interaction. Panel A1 shows a virgin area (i.e. not yet scanned by the STM 
tip) in which several different features, including BDs and grey stripes are present. A voltage pulse 
with V=1.0 V is eventually applied on the vacancy site marked by the yellow dot in the enlarged 
panel A2 and the whole area is imaged again (panel A3). It is evident that the stripes have now 
disappeared while the BDs are unaffected. The surface is now covered by sombrero-shaped objects 
(S) corresponding to single O adatoms. This assignment is demonstrated by our recent publication 
[26] and by a previous experiment by Hahn and Ho [42-44], who produced very similar features by 
disrupting chemisorbed O2 admolecules by voltage pulses at 13 K. No sombreros are present on 
virgin areas, i.e. prior to the vertical manipulation process, implying that they are unstable as 




Fig. 2. Overviews showing the disruption of the surface upon interaction with the tip above a 
critical bias voltage. A) STM images of the same region before (A1) and after (A3) applying a 
voltage ramp (from 0 to V=1.0 V for a total of 600 ms with the tip retracted by 1 Å with respect to 
its position when acquiring images) on the vacancy site marked with the yellow dot in the enlarged 
panel A2 (corresponding to the area in the dashed square in A1). V=0.07 V, I=1.3 nA, image size: 
34x30 nm2 for A1 and A3, 7.0x7.0 nm2 for A2. The fuzzy appearance of the image in A3 may be 
associated with the functionalization of the tip, most probably from the adsorption of an oxygen 
atom. Disorder over a wide area is however evident. B) Sequence of STM images showing the 
consequences of scanning above a critical voltage on small areas (yellow dashed square, 5.0x5.0 
nm2): B1) before scanning; B2) after scanning the marked area in B1 with a maximum voltage 
V=0.20 V, 1.0 nA. No changes in the surface morphology are observed. B3) after scanning the 
marked area in B2 with a maximum voltage V=±0.56 V. The damage is now evident and extends 
over an area much larger than the scanned one. 
 
The sequence of STM images reported in B panels shows the consequences of scanning 
above a critical voltage on a small area (marked by the yellow dashed squares). As evident, no 
changes in the surface morphology are induced upon interaction with the tip at V=0.20 V (panel 
B2), while rastering the small region in the top-left corner with V=±0.56 V causes a disordering of 
the adsorbed layer which extends over a much larger area (panel B3). Sombreros are found up to 40 
nm away from the scanned region, indicating that their formation is a surface-mediated 
phenomenon. A similar effect was reported by Hahn et al. [45]or tip current induced dissociation of 
O2 chemisorbed on Ag(110) at 13 K, but it was unexpected in the present case since the initial state 
consists of already dissociated oxygen. 
Fig. 3 shows a similar experiment, in which subsequent STM images of the same surface 
area were recorded at different bias voltage and at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K). While the 
position of O-related structures remains unchanged through the sequence, short stripes in the 
scanning direction are evident in the images at V=±0.07 V. We interpret them as due to sombrero 
features rapidly moving below the tip, i.e. too mobile to be imaged at liquid N2 temperature. Similar 
stripes were observed in refs. [23,24] (in images recorded at 110 K) and assigned to O2 
admolecules. As it is improbable that admolecules survive annealing to 175 K, such possibility is 
excluded in our experiment, since oxygen exposure was performed directly at 175 K and the sample 
remained at that temperature for a prolonged time. In the same publications, sombrero-shaped 
objects were also observed but left unassigned. However, such features must be qualitatively 
different from the present ones, since they can be clearly imaged at T=110 K with a typical bias 
voltage of 1 V.  
 
Fig. 3. Sequence of STM images of the Ag(110) surface exposed to 18 L of O2 at 180 K recorded at 
different V (I= 1.0 nA, image size: 22.5x22.5 nm2) and at T=77 K. At low bias voltage (panels B 
and C) short stripes are present in the scanning direction (horizontal) due to the movement of 
weakly bonded oxygen adatoms under the tip while the image is recorded. Such effect is absent in 
the images collected at V= ±0.7 V (panels A and D) since the apparent depth of sombreros is then 
smaller (see Fig. 8 below).  
 
To better characterize the behavior of the above described features we performed 
manipulation experiments reported in Fig. 4, starting from the surface area marked by the yellow 
box in Fig. 1. Column A refers to manipulation over a BD and the associated grey stripe. Upon 
vertical manipulation on a BD (yellow mark on panel A1), i.e. by applying a voltage pulse  with 
V=+0.07 V and 1 nA for 200 msec (corresponding to roughly three orders of magnitude larger 
electron dose per unit cell than when collecting an image by rastering), the grey tail is shortened by 
two lattice spacings [26] and two sombreros, initially absent from the surface, are generated (panel 
A2). The grey tail corresponds therefore to oxygen atoms. The second pulse, applied directly on the 
far left end of the grey tail, causes again the generation of two sombreros and the corresponding 
shortening of the tail by two lattice spacings, (panel A3). The procedure is repeated until only the 
BD remains. A secondary effect of the voltage pulses is to swap the white and the grey part of the 
GW structure marked by the arrow in panel A3.  
The manipulation sequence of column B is performed on the same area to better characterize 
the behavior of sombreros. It shows that two sombreros can approach each other in a controlled way 
and merge to form a GW feature oriented along the [1 0] direction (see white arrow in panels B2-
B4), which is reproduced by DFT as an O-Ag-O complex embedded in the Ag surface (see Fig. 10). 
While the protrusion remains fixed, the position of the depression can be swapped by further 
manipulation (compare panels B3 and B4), obtaining an object with a specular profile (line scans 
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GW1 and GW2). The GW feature generated by manipulation can be separated into its original 
components, as demonstrated by panels C1 and C2. In addition, the same images show that two 
sombreros can merge forming a GW oriented along the [001] direction (white arrow in panels C2 
and C3). Finally, the isolated Gd in the bottom-left quarter of the image presents an apparent depth 
comparable to the GW structures but the additional side protrusion is missing (see line scans at the 
bottom of column B). Therefore, it must correspond to a different configuration of oxygen adatoms.  
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Fig. 4. STM images showing three manipulation sequences performed on different objects present 
in the same area. In sequence A sombreros are generated from the grey tail of a black dot by 
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voltage pulses. Two new sombreros form for each pulse. In sequence B sombreros merge into a GW 
[110] structure. In sequence C such structure is broken again into two sombreros (For all images: 
size: 12.1 x 12.1 nm2, V=0.07 V, I=1.3 nA. Vertical manipulation parameters: 0.07 V, 1 nA, 200 
msec applied to the positions marked by yellow dots). Schematic representations for the main 
processes are given, too. Left: The Grey tail (-O-Ag-O-Ag-O- zig-zag chain) is shown by 
rectangular box. The shortening of the chain leads to two sombreros (isolated O adatoms at LB 
site), shown by circles. The continuous process shortening the tail gives rise to a black dot (isolated 
Ag vacancy), shown by dotted small circle. Bottom of column B: Merging two sombreros into an O-
Ag-O complex, shown by oval. Bottom of column C: Breaking of a pair of O adatoms (involved in 
the complex) into the original sombreros. Bottom of the column: Apparent depth profiles cut in the 
[110] direction across the manipulated GW structure of panel B3 and B4 and across the pristine 
grey dot located at the bottom-left of the images. A more detailed description of the described 
events is reported in the Supplementary material. 
 
In order to determine the relative positions of the observed features with respect to the 
underlying Ag(110) substrate, we exploited images as those of Fig. 5, in which the O-related 
structures coexist with isolated added rows (see scheme in Fig. 1A). The latter are imaged with 
atomic resolution and always terminate with a brighter spot, which corresponds to an Ag atom [47]. 
Since it is well-established that the Ag atoms in the added rows sit in the hollow sites (H) of the 
unreconstructed Ag(110) plane, we can use this structure as reference to draw a grid corresponding 
to the lattice of the unreconstructed Ag(110) plane underneath (Ag atoms are located in the 
intersections of the grid). From this construction, we can determine that BDs and grey stripes sit on 
top of the atomic rows of the Ag substrate (panels 5a and 5b). Lozenges, on the contrary, have their 
long axis in the valley and their centre in a H site, while sombreros are adsorbed at LB sites. The 
position of isolated grey dots is more difficult to determine. They seem to sit in on-top position, but 
more statistics on high resolution images would be needed for a careful assignment. Similarly, we 
are not able at the moment to identify the position of the GW[001] features with accuracy.  
 
Fig. 5. STM images recorded after exposing the surface to 19 L O2 by backfilling at 175 K. BD and 
G structures co-exist with the added O-Ag rows extending along the [001] direction. The yellow 
spots (black arrow) correspond to terminal Ag atoms of added rows, which are known to be at 
hollow sites. Taking these features as reference, a grid corresponding to the Ag lattice is 
superimposed to the image. Both BD and G structures are located on top of the Ag rows (panel a). 
The same procedure allows to locate the centre of the lozenges (L) at hollow sites (panel b) and 
sombreros (S) at long bridge sites (panel c). For all images, size: 100 x 100 Å2, V=31 mV in a) and 
0.07 V in (b-c). Bottom-left inset: color scale for the apparent height. Taken from the Supporting 
Information of ref. [26]. 
 
We observe that the two BDs in Fig. 5a appear slightly elongated along [1 0] and that their 
centre lies at a short bridge (SB) site. On the contrary, the BD in panel c, obtained by “cleaning” off 
its grey tails by voltage pulses as described in Fig. 4A, appears round and its centre coincides with 
an Ag lattice site. We conclude that BDs may correspond either to pairs of vacancies (elongated 
features) or to single vacancies (round BD). Thus, merging of vacancies takes place already at 175 
K, implying that Ag atoms have some mobility already at this temperature. Short-range Ag atom 
mobility is not surprising and is witnessed also by the appearance of some short-added rows at the 
lower side of step edges.  
Vacancies are efficient pinning centres for the grey stripes. We remark that also residual O2 
admolecules are imaged as 0.4 Å deep indentations [42-44], and that they would also release two 
oxygen atoms upon disruption. However, in our experimental conditions, the assignment of grey 
features (pristine dots and stripes) to atomic oxygen is straightforward since the presence of 
admolecules is ruled out by the dosing temperature, as discussed above.  
 
Fig. 6. STM images showing lozenges recorded at different tip bias (I= 1.0 nA, T= 6 K, image size= 
2.2 x 3.0 nm2) and corresponding line profiles cut along the [1-10] direction, i.e. along the major 
axis of the lozenge. The distance between the center of the lobes in this direction is 7.5 Å.  
 
Lozenges (L) appear as slight indentations with two lobes and are observed at any bias 
voltage in the investigated range (see Fig. 6). These features, more abundant in stepped areas, first 
appear at T>170 K and can be associated with some reconstructive geometry of O and Ag atoms 
[23], as it will be shown in Fig. 13.  
Fig. 7 shows two additional features seldom observed upon the same preparation. As evident 
in the enlargement of panel B and from the line profiles of panel C, the former (1) appears as two 
half-lozenges at the opposite side of a protrusion, probably an Ag adatom trapped in between them. 
In case (2), the same structure is sided by grey dots. These structures correspond most probably to 
the “clusters” reported in ref. [24]. The latter feature (3) is a rectangular-shaped object reminiscent 
of four close-by grey dots. However, it was observed also in-between a (6x1) added row 
reconstructed surface produced by O2 exposure at room temperature and can be imaged at V≥1.0 V 
[47]. In view of this particular behavior, we believe that it is probably an O-related feature but with 
a different nature with respect to grey dots.   
 
 
Fig. 7. A) STM overview (25x25 nm2, 70 mV) of the Ag(110) surface after exposure to 19 L of O2 at 
175 K. B) Enlargement of the area marked by the dashed yellow square in A) (6.0x6.0 nm2, 1.3 nA, 
70 mV). Images are recorded at 6 K. The additional cluster features discussed in the text are 
evident. C) Height profiles cut across the different O-related structures following the path marked 
by the corresponding dashed lines in B). 
 
B. DFT and KMC Simulations 
In order to unravel the objects observed experimentally, as in our previous joint publication [48], 
we have carried out density functional theory based calculations to obtain the following for various 
configurations of the O/Ag(110) system: relaxed (ionically) geometry, energetics and activation 
energy barriers of several relevant phenomena (adsorption, vacancy formation, diffusion), and 
simulated STM images.  Note that these detailed results have not been reported in our earlier 
publication [48]. We discuss first the simulated STM images.  
1. Simulated STM images 
1.1 Isolated O adatoms 
 
Fig. 8. (A1-A3) DFT-optimized geometries of O adatoms at A1) FFH A2) LB and A3) TFH sites; 
(B1-B3 and C1-C3) corresponding simulated STM images at B1-B3) V=70 mV and C1-C2) V=700 
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mV, C3 V=700 mV; (D1-D3) corresponding line profiles for V=70 mV (blue solid line), V=700 mV 
for C1 and C2 and 700 mV for C3 (dashed line) collected along [110] for D1 and D2 and along 
[001] for D3. The experimental data recorded at 70 mV are reported for comparison (green line) 
when available.  
 
Fig. 8 shows the optimized geometries, the simulated STM images and the corresponding line 
profiles of O adatoms at four-fold hollow (FFH – panel A1), long-bridge (LB – panel A2), and 
three-fold hollow (TFH – panel A3) sites. The details of the geometrical parameters and adsorption 
energy of the O adatoms can be found in Ref. [48]. The simulated STM images at V=70 mV 
(column B) and 700 mV (column C) are compared with available experimental data (column D) as 
follows:  
i) An O adatom at the FFH site (upper panel, Fig. 8) appears as a depression in the STM image with 
0.4 Å depth in the profile simulated at V=70 mV and as a relatively shallow contrast at 700 mV, 
thus showing a good agreement with the line profile of the grey dots measured at V=70 mV (see the 
measured line profile in Fig. 4). At V=700 mV, however, as mentioned above this species is not 
stable under the STM tip, thus no experimental data is available to compare with the calculated one.  
ii) O at the LB site appears as a sombrero-like object in the simulated STM image at 70 mV (see 
Fig. 8B2). It is characterized by two equivalent 0.25Å deep indentations on both sides of the O 
adatom as seen in the corresponding depth profile. Therefore, the experimentally observed S feature 
in Fig.5c can be safely assigned to such O/Ag configuration. At V= 700 mV, however, the 
calculated STM image shows a smaller contrast with shallow depth in the calculated profile (see 
Fig. 8C2, D2). The comparison of STM simulation for V=700 mV with experiment is also not 
possible since the S structures cannot be imaged at the corresponding measuring conditions.  
iii) The STM image of the O adatom at the TFH site simulated at 70 mV has a shallow grey and 
white feature (Fig. 8B3) characterized with a 0.3Å indentation in the calculated profile. This feature 
becomes more evident at V=700 mV (Fig. 8C3). The bright lobe, however relatively smaller than 
the protruding features of surrounding Ag atoms, corresponds to the exact location of the O adatom 
while the grey-shadow is on the other side of the atomic row. Though this feature resembles the 
GW[001] one observed experimentally, we believe that the similarity is fortuitous since 
experimentally the GW is produced by merging two sombreros together (see Fig. 4C), while only 
one O adatom is involved in the simulated structure.  
At variance with our conclusions, Hahn and Ho [43] indicated that S features were related to 
O adatoms at hollow and short-bridge (SB) sites, which were generated by dissociating 
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chemisorbed O2 with voltage pulses at 13 K. Oxygen at the SB site was said to generate a two-lobe 
rather than a circular feature, and to be able to jump from one SB to another on a neighbouring row 
without falling into the much deeper potential wells in-between. Our STM simulations indicate, 
however, that O adatoms at SB sites should appear as protruding features in the STM image with ~1 
Å of height from the surface (not shown here), but also that this site is unstable with respect to 
lateral displacements [48]. The results of ref. [43] are also at variance with our experimental 
findings, which shows that S features in STM images relate only to the O adatoms at LB sites. We 
cannot exclude, however, that O may end up at metastable sites when the adatoms are generated at 
13 K from O2 admolecules. 
 
1.2 Grey stripes, GW oriented along [1 0] and the observed cluster 
   
Fig. 9. A) Optimized geometry of O adatoms at TFH sites and organized in an -O-Ag-O-Ag- zig-
zag chain; (B-C) Simulated STM images at V=70 mV and V=700 mV, respectively; D) Line profiles 
cut along the [001] direction (blue path in panel B). The blue solid and dashed traces derive from 
the simulated images at V=70 mV and V=700 mV, respectively. The experimental curve recorded at 
70 mV is plotted in green. No experimental trace is available for V=700 mV since at this bias 
voltage the grey stripes are disrupted. 
 
Fig. 9A shows the optimized structure of O adatoms arranged at TFH sites in an -O-Ag-O-
Ag- zig-zag chain. The Ag atoms in contact with O adatoms are vertically displaced by 0.55 Å with 
respect to their initial position. Such a local disorder in geometrical structure could be the 
consequence of the direct electrostatic interaction between Ag and O adatoms (involved in the 
chain). The local electronic structure varies upon the arrangement of O adatoms on the surface, thus 
yielding different STM features. Although the simulated STM image at 70 mV (Fig. 9B) 
corresponds to an internal structure corresponding to O adatoms at TFH sites, empty TFH sites and 
Ag atoms in the proximity of O adatoms, on average the whole zig-zag structure appears as a 
depression of 0.4 Å in the depth profile (Fig. 9D), with respect to the surrounding Ag atoms. Hence 
it can be associated to the grey stripe (G) features observed experimentally (see Fig. 5a). At V=700 
mV, the image contrast changes and O adatoms become slightly protruding but less than the 
neighbouring Ag atoms (consistent with the calculated density of states for O and Ag atoms, as 
shall be described later), while the zig-zag shape of the structure is still preserved (Fig. 9C). The 
STM simulation for 700 mV cannot be compared with experiment since the grey stripes are 
disrupted at this bias.  
Fig. 10 shows the optimized geometries, the simulated STM images at V=70 mV and at 700 
mV, and the corresponding line profiles of two different O-Ag-O complexes: embedded (panel A1-
D1) and free (panel A2-D2). Firstly, the one reported in Fig. 10A1 (“embedded” in the following) 
involves one Ag atom of the surface, which is lifted by 0.56 Å from the surface plane, and two 
oxygen atoms in non-equivalent sites. The simulated STM images (Fig. 10B1-C1) and the line 
profiles (Fig. 10D1) compare nicely with the GW[1 0] features observed experimentally (see Fig. 
4B4 and the measured line profile). Secondly, the free O-Ag-O complex, which can be formed upon 
the detachment of an embedded O-Ag-O complex and the extraction of an Ag atom, consists of an 
Ag adatom with two side oxygen atoms oriented along the [001] direction (“free” complex in the 
following). Note that the detachment process is slightly endothermic and can therefore occur 
spontaneously only thanks to the entropic contribution to the free energy. Based on our simulation, 
the detached O-Ag-O complex appears as a dumbbell in the simulated STM image at 70 mV (Fig. 
10B2) and is characterized by 0.3Å depth in the calculated line profile. On the other hand, the 
simulated image at 700 mV appears as relatively intense protruding feature with slight change in 
shape and characterized by ~1 Å apparent height in the calculated profile (Fig. 10C2-D2). If there 
are not enough O adatoms for the formation of extended added rows, these O-Ag-O complexes may 
merge with semi lozenges or lozenges (as shall be described later).  
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Fig. 10. A1) Optimized geometry of a O-Ag-O complex forming upon O2 dissociation on Ag(110); 
(B1 and C1) Simulated STM images at V=70 mV and V=700 mV, respectively; D1) Line profiles cut 
through the Ag adatom along [110] for V=70 mV (solid trace) and 700 mV (dashed trace). A2-D2) 
Same as A1-D1) for the free O-Ag-O complex.  
 
Next, we simulated the STM image for the structure involving an oxygen atom buried into 
the octahedral interstitial immediately below an Ag atom (shown by pink ball, Fig. 11A). Our 
simulation indicates that such O atom together with the vertically displaced Ag atom relate to the 
enhanced protruding features in simulated STM image at both V=70 mV and 700 mV (see Fig. 
11B,C), characterized by 2.4 Å and 1.8 Å heights in the line profile (Fig. 11D). This feature could 
partly contribute to the cluster structures observed in the experiment (Fig. 7B).   
     
Fig. 11. A) Optimized geometry of O residing at the octahedral subsurface site. The Ag atom (pink 
ball) is located just on top of a subsurface O atom; (B-C) Simulated STM images at V=70 mV and 
V=700 mV, respectively; and (D) Line profiles (solid trace for 70 mV; dashed trace for V=700 mV). 
 
1.3 Lozenges  
One of the most common features at low O coverage is the lozenge (experimental data 
reported in Fig. 5b and Fig. 6). The O adatoms placed in the valley at 2.5 lattice spacing from one 
another eventually move to the FFH sites at which the structure is relaxed. The energy minimization 
obtained by allowing all degrees of freedom to relax thus fully reproduces the L structure. We then 
relax the configuration in which O adatoms are slightly off the FFH sites, by applying a constraint 
for O adatoms along one axis (only two degrees of freedom are allowed for relaxation). The model 
for lozenge is shown in Fig. 12A. The STM simulation for such configuration produces a shallow 
indentation with two lobes sitting in the valleys, about 0.4 Å off FFH sites. The simulated image at 
700 mV (Fig. 12C) has wider indentation as compared to that obtained with 70 mV. This difference 
could be attributed to the local electronic effects: more electrons of Ag may participate in tunnelling 
current for 700 mV than for 70 mV bias. The simulated STM images both at V=70 mV and 700 mV 
agree with the experiment. The shallow indentation in the calculated STM image is characterized by 
~0.25Å. The calculated depth profiles nicely agree with the experiment (see Fig. 12D). These 
results show that lozenges consist of two O adatoms which can be stabilized by some local 
distortion of the substrate. Moreover, we note that if not enough O adatoms are available on the 
surface for the formation of extended -O-Ag-O- added rows, “free” O-Ag-O complexes may merge 
into lozenges or semi lozenges. Indeed, the compatible half-lozenge features were occasionally 
observed experimentally (see e.g. Fig. 7). 
  
  
Fig. 12. A) Optimized geometry of a configuration with two O adatoms positioned in the troughs of 
the Ag rows, slightly off the FFH sites, forming the lozenge (L) shaped objects. (B-C) Simulated 
STM images at V=70 mV and V=700 mV, respectively; (D) Line profiles in the valley along [1 0] 
(solid trace for 70 mV; dashed trace for V=700 mV). 
 
2. Electron Density of States 
According to Lang’s theory [49-51], the local density of states near the Fermi energy 
governs the contrast in the images of the individual adsorbates in STM. Oxygen will appear as a 
protrusion if it causes an increase in the local density of states compared to the silver substrate 
whereas it will be imaged as a depression if the local density of states is depleted with respect to the 
neighboring atoms on the surface. 
The computed projected density of states (DOS) of the O adatoms at FFH and TFH sites, 
and of the Ag atoms (topmost layer) of the bare surface is shown in Fig. 13. Here, the DOS of O 
adatoms are deduced from the contributions from 2s and 2p orbitals, whereas those of Ag atoms of 
the bare surface are only plotted for s orbitals since Ag s orbitals are spread even around the Fermi 
level (EF) and thus can participate in the tunneling current. As shown in Fig. 13, the Ag 5s states are 
dominant over the O 2p states above the Fermi level, while the O p states are dominant over the Ag 
states at -0.7 eV (in reference to EF). Since the DOS is smaller for O adatoms than for Ag atoms on 
the surface at 70 mV and larger at 700 mV sample bias, O adatoms will normally be imaged as 
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depressions at low voltages and as protrusions at high voltages. Therefore, at very small bias 
voltage (V<0.1) O adatoms should always appear as depressions in the STM images.  
 
Fig. 13. Electron density of states projected on the 2s and 2p orbitals of an isolated O adatom at 
FFH site (red solid trace) and of an O adatom at TFH site embedded in the -O-Ag-O-Ag-O- zig-zag 
chain (blue dotted trace) formed on Ag(110), and the 5s orbital of Ag atoms on the topmost layer 
(green trace) of the bare Ag(110). The energy is expressed relative to the Fermi energy (0 eV as 
reference level). 
 
3. Oxygen adsorption, vacancy formation and diffusion  
3.1 Adsorption of O adatoms 
The binding energies of O atoms in different configurations are summarized in Table 1. Our 
calculations show that all considered isolated O adatom configurations are equally probable to 
appear on the surface since they have nearly the same binding energy to their respective sites and 
their wells are separated by 30-70 meV energy barriers [48]. Thus, it is not surprising that isolated 
O adatoms can be mobile on Ag(110). In addition, we find that O adatoms embedded in the O-Ag-
O complex, the detached O-Ag-O complex, and the zig-zag chain are slightly stronger in binding 
than isolated ones, having binding energies per O atom of -3.98 eV, -4.12 eV and -3.99 eV 
respectively. The binding energy of an isolated O adatom adsorbed at the slightly preferred FFH site 
is -3.88 eV, followed by O adatom in TFH, and O in LB. On the other hand, the two O adatoms, 
adsorbed at slightly shifted FFH sites (responsible for the Lozenge feature, as discussed in earlier 
sub-section 1.3), gain energy when they are in pair (see Table 1). This indicates that the geometric 
structures for O adatoms in pair with binding energy per O atom of -3.97 eV are slightly preferred 
over those structures in which the adatoms are isolated. Very distinct from isolated O adatoms and 
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those in a pair, we find that an O in an octahedral subsurface site is energetically less favorable by 
1.35 eV, 1.34 eV, and 1.32 eV than O adatoms in FFH, TFH, and LB, respectively. Thus, the 
various arrangements of O atoms result in different geometrical structures of O/Ag(110), suggesting 
different electronic and chemical properties.  
 
Table 1. Calculated binding energy and structural parameter for O adatoms adsorbed at different 
adsorption sites of Ag(110) with their STM features (compatible with experiment described in sub-
section 1) corresponding to different structures. EO  represents the binding energy per O 
atom, and d(O-Ag) represents the shortest distance between O adatom and first-nearest neighbouring 
Ag atom.  
Structures Adsorption 
Sites 
STM features Supercell EO  
(eV) 
d(O-Ag) (Å) 
Isolated O FFH Grey dot (3x4) -3.88  2.39 
Isolated O LB Sombrero (3x4) -3.85  2.31 





Whitish dot (3x4) -2.53  2.10 
O-Ag-O 
complex 













TFH Grey stripes (4x4) -3.99  2.06 
Isolated O 
pair 
Shifted FFH Lozenge (6x8) -3.97  2.25 
 
3.2 Vacancy formation 
We now turn to discuss the energetics of Ag vacancy formation on Ag(110). Fig. 14 summarizes the 
vacancy formation energies on pristine low Miller index Ag surfaces, as calculated using three 
different theoretical methods: DFT (present study), the effective medium theory (reported in ref. 
[45]) and the inserted-atom method (reported in ref. [47]). The trend in the energetics for Ag 
vacancy formation on low Miller index surfaces is the same for all the three methods considered. 
Strikingly, vacancy formation is found to be much easier on Ag(110) than on Ag(100) and Ag(111) 
owing to the fact that fewer Ag bonds need to be broken for this surface. We find that the process is, 
however, always endothermic. Note that the process will not take place on Ag(110) until T 175 K 
owing to the activation energy for the process as shall be discussed later. At finite temperature, the 
quantity which must be minimized is the free energy F=E-TΔS. The endothermicity of the process 
can thus be easily overcome by the entropic term. For Ag(110), the vacancy formation already 
occurs at a relatively low temperature. 
 
Fig.14. Calculated vacancy formation energy per surface unit cell on the (111), (100), and (110) 
surfaces of Ag. DFT results are shown by solid squares, effective medium theory results [52] by 
empty squares, and results from the inserted-atom method [53] by empty circles.  
 
Creation of Ag vacancies is favored at higher oxygen coverage on Ag(110). Fig. 15 depicts 
the calculated energetics of vacancy formation (i.e. Ag atom extraction) on Ag(110). It indicates 
that at low temperatures Ag atom extraction is not favorable unless O adatoms are present. As 
shown in Fig.15a, the forward process of Ag atom extraction needs to overcome a barrier of 0.69 
eV, which is higher than the barrier of 0.27 eV for the backward process of filling the vacancy, and 
is also higher than the one for vacancy migration along [1 0] of 0.47 eV. In contrast, when O 
adatoms are present on the surface they facilitate the extraction of Ag atom from the surface. 
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Specifically, “O atoms assisted concerted motion” reduces the barrier for vacancy formation to 0.52 
eV for an oxygen coverage of 0.16 ML (two O adatom per (3x4) surface unit cell), and further to 
0.46 eV at 0.25 ML (three O adatoms per (3x4) surface unit cell), while the barrier for vacancy 
filling increases significantly (Fig. 15B,C). Therefore the presence of O adatoms on Ag(110) 
hinders the vacancy destruction process [see ref. 26].   
    
Fig. 15. Energetics of atom extraction from the Ag(110) surface: A) in the absence of O atoms, B) 
in presence of 0.16 ML of O adatoms, C) in presence of 0.25 ML of O adatoms. Also shown are the 
activation energy barriers. The grey, pink and red balls represent the Ag atoms of the top layer, the 
Ag atom of the third layer and the O adatoms, respectively. 
 
3.3 Diffusion of Ag vacancies 
On Ag(110), vacancies can diffuse and aggregate into more complicated features. The barrier for 
diffusion of vacancies is highly anisotropic: along [001] it is 0.80 eV whereas it is 0.47 eV along 
[110]. The minimum energy diffusion pathways along both directions are shown in Fig. 16. These 
energetics suggest that at the temperatures in our experiments vacancy migration only along [110] 
is active and leads to the formation of multiple vacancies when their concentration is sufficiently 
high. Vacancies can then merge forming the body of the “butterfly” structure which was previously 
described in Ref. [26].   
              
Fig. 16. Activation energy barriers for the diffusion of Ag vacancy on Ag(110) along A) [001]  and 
B) [1 0].  
 
4. Kinetics of vacancy formation  
In order to gain insights into the kinetics of Ag vacancy formation, we performed kinetic Monte 
Carlo (kMC) simulations, the results of which are summarized in Fig. 17. For completeness, we 
also depict the number of events for O2 dissociation, which is a prerequisite for the vacancy 
formation process. As evident from the dotted blue curve, the maximum of O2 dissociation events 
occurs at 157 K (for which the activation energy barrier is 0.42 eV [48]). Therefore, one could 
expect that, at T≥157 K, surface Ag atoms feel strong attractive interaction with the dissociated 
oxygen, which may enable the formation of “embedded” O-Ag-O complexes (note that the 
formation of O-Ag-O complex is a spontaneous process on Ag(110)), and thus initiate the process 
of Ag vacancy formation. On the other hand, the solid red curve shows that the maximum of Ag-
vacancy-formation events occurs at 190 K in the presence of 0.16 ML of oxygen adatoms (two O 
atoms per (3x4) surface unit cell). This process can be even faster when the concentration of oxygen 
increases since, as described above, the barrier for vacancy formation decreases with increasing O 
coverage. Therefore, we expect the peak temperature for vacancy formation to decrease. These 
kMC results are in good agreement with experimental observation.  
 
Fig. 17. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of Ag vacancy formation (solid) and O2 dissociation 
(dashed curve) on Ag(110) at O coverage of 0.16 ML as a function of temperature. 
 
The O induced vacancy formation discussed above is actually a general phenomenon 
observed on a number of metal surfaces (see discussion in Ref. [26]). It has been observed also for 
Ag(111) [54] at much higher temperatures than reported here, in agreement with the fact that higher 
energy is required to break the more numerous bonds present on Ag(111).  
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5. Diffusion of free O-Ag-O complex 
The diffusion of the detached O-Ag-O complex is anisotropic. The barrier for diffusion of the free 
complex along [001] is 1.30 eV whereas it is 1.46 eV for the diffusion along [110] (see Fig. 18 for 
the minimum energy diffusion paths), indicating that the migration of the detached O-Ag-O 
complex along [001] is slightly preferred. Since the diffusion barriers in both cases are larger than 1 
eV, the migration will not be energetically favored at low temperature, unless there is a 
sophisticated, lower barrier (< 1 eV) diffusion path that escapes our calculation. The free complex is 
therefore robust. The barrier for vacancy migration along [110] is only 0.47 eV, which is smaller 
than that for the free complex migration along [001]. Moreover, since the free O-Ag-O complex is 
energetically more favorable than the other O-related structures, these complexes may eventually 
end up at the location where O and Ag adatoms are involved in added row formation. The detached 
free complexes may thus serve as building blocks for added-row structures by forming a 1D chain 
of O-Ag-O complex along the [001] direction. Indeed, the added rows in the STM images are 
immobile at 190 K [24], suggesting that these features may be robust at this temperature.  
 
        
Fig. 18. Activation energy barriers of the detached O-Ag-O complex diffusion on Ag(110) along A) 
[001] and B) [110] directions. 
 
Together with the vacancy formation process discussed in ref. [26], the above structures, involving 
a displacement of Ag atoms, may contribute to the surface disorder causing the drop in elastic 




Our combined systematic experimental and theoretical analysis has allowed us to unravel the 
complex structures forming upon O2 dissociation on Ag(110), which are transiently present under 
specific reaction conditions. We were particularly interested in identifying a variety of complex O-
related features found in our STM measurements: isolated grey dots (Gd), sombreros (S), shallow 
grey and white (GW) structures oriented along [001] and [110], grey stripes (G), and lozenges (L). 
The accompanying DFT analysis has identify them, respectively, as: isolated O adatoms at FFH 
sites, O adatoms at LB sites, isolated O adatoms at TFH sites and the embedded O-Ag-O 
complexes, zig-zag rows of O adatoms arranged in TFH sites, and two O adatoms in the valley 
separated with 2.5 lattice spacing along [110]. At large bias voltages (V>0.2 V), the grey stripes 
were disrupted giving rise to the formation of sombrero-shaped objects reported, but not assigned, 
in previous publications on this system [23,24]. Sombreros can be manipulated with electrical 
pulses at low voltage. The merging of two sombreros gives rise to the GW[110] feature, which 
corresponds to the O-Ag-O complex embedded in the surface. The DFT-calculated binding energy 
per O atom (EbO ) suggests that the formation of these O-related features is probable since 
they differ utmost by 200 meV.  
The Ag(110) surface requires the presence of oxygen adatoms for the initial phase of local 
reconstruction which is subsequently followed by Ag atom extraction (formation of a vacancy), and 
the added-row structure formation. In STM images, the single Ag vacancies are characterized by 
round-shaped black dots (BDs) with their center at the Ag lattice site, whereas a pair of Ag 
vacancies are illustrated by an elongated BDs with its center at the SB site. Isolated Ag vacancies 
are mobile, but migrate in an anisotropic manner as suggested by their computed energy barriers of 
0.87 eV and 0.47 eV for migration along [001] and [110], respectively. They are thus mobile 
around 200 K, and can eventually merge together at larger coverage into rather complex, butterfly 
shaped features. In short, the presence of O adatoms on the surface is indispensable for vacancy 
formation (This process can occur at ~185-190 K as indicated by kinetic Monte Carlo simulation). 
Strikingly, neighboring O adatoms facilitate Ag atom extraction and help stabilize the mobile Ag 
atoms in the form of an oxygen-decorated Ag chain along [001] and thus ultimately induce the well-
known added row reconstruction.   
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